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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
EIT InnoEnergy’ vision is to be the leading engine for innovation and entrepreneurship in sustainable energy
by leveraging the potential of the knowledge triangle: higher education, research, and industry.
EIT InnoEnergy operates three business lines: (1) the Education Programmes, which create and accompany
the future game changers in sustainable energy; (2) the Innovation Projects, which focus on producing
incremental and disruptive technological innovations; (3) the Business Creation Services, where we nurture
innovative early-stage start-ups and grow small enterprises in sustainable energy. These business lines are
supported and enabled by the management and operations activities. In the cross KIC context EIT
InnoEnergy is leading the Cross – KIC Human Capital initiative, cross – KICs shared services and contributes
to five others cross KIC activities.
EIT RIS countries are since 2014 mainstream. EIT InnoEnergy activities are indistinctively deployed across
Europe. 40% of EIT InnoEnergy investments have been channelled to Spain, Portugal, Poland, and other EU
– 12 countries as beneficiaries.
All our activities focus on thematic fields: Smart Electric Grids, Energy Storage, Smart and Efficient Buildings
and Cities, Energy for Circular Economy, Renewable Energies and Energy for Transport and Mobility. These
evolve with the energy market transition and are fully aligned with the European Union Energy Strategy,
the NECP (National Energy and Climate Plans) and the new European Green Deal.

EIT InnoEnergy Unique Value Proposition consists in boosting innovations with added value services on 10
dimensions: team assessment, access to finance, market analysis, technology development, growth,
industrialisation, regulation, IP, Governance, and outreach. Deploying this integrated approach to our
portfolio makes the business case bigger, happen earlier and de risking.
In exchange for these added value services EIT InnoEnergy acquires a discounted equity position in the
innovators’ companies, or a return on sales. This is a proven business model, where we exit from our
investments and re-invested the proceeds in new innovations.
The EIT InnoEnergy business model, illustrated below, explains the virtuous cycle “selection -> investment
-> value creation ->portfolio management -> revenue generation.”
This “double funnel” business model has been evolving over the years towards a fully-fledged commercial
model, 90% completed, in 2021.
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EIT InnoEnergy has a financial interest in over 300 innovations. Five of them are world leaders, mapped to
the energy value chain and with their contribution to the EU 2030 decarbonization agenda and to SDGs
5,7,8,9,11,12 and 13:



Wind Float: The first offshore floating platform of that size (3*8MW) being able to be dispatched
more than 5000 hours per year (i.e., 1 year = 8760 hours).



Minesto: The #1 stream energy converter,
operating under sea level, and harvesting
the unlimited energy in the subsea
currents. By 2026 this technology will be
close to today’s grid parity, therefore
unlocking an unlimited base load supply.

•

Hardt Hyperloop: The foreseen impact is
the ability to ground 51% of the short haul
flights in Europe and substitute them by
travelling at 800km/h in the hyperloop.

•

NorthVolt: EIT InnoEnergy first industrial
Unicorn in our portfolio, with key
contribution to electromobility, enabling
the evolution from internal combustion
engine cars into electric cars.

•

Skeleton: The #1 ultracapacitor technology
in the world, which serves needs ranging, from KERS (Kinetic Energy Recovery) in all moving assets,
frequency control in grids, coupling in renewable generation sources, thus enabling a higher
penetration of renewables.

All these CAPEX intensive innovations, are European, contribute heavily to the societal challenge in the
three-energy related impact KPI, are second to none in the world, are industrial (they have transformed an
industrial supply chain) and bring a competitive edge to Europe.
5
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EIT InnoEnergy strategy for the period 20212027 is to continue contributing to EU30 goals,
by designing, developing, and deploying
commercially viable innovations that tackle the
energy, societal and economical challenges.
The results will be 10 world leading companies
with sales of 100M€/year; 50 CXO positions
covered by EIT InnoEnergy alumni and a top
transatlantic player supporting over 100 startup landings per year.
The prospective impact cumulated by 2027 is
displayed, summarised in EITInnoEnergy
impact dashboard, with the economic, social,
and environmental impact KPIs defined.

EIT InnoEnergy diversity and gender strategy
EIT InnoEnergy is committed to take action to promote more diversity in our teams, starting with one of its
elements: the gender equality. EIT InnoEnergy has taken some long-term commitments in the
implementation of this strategy:(1) at least 40% representation of women in all junior, midlevel, and senior
positions by the year 2027; (2) adopt a 30% target for women’s representation as supervisory board
members by 2027; (3) Modernize policies to support flexible work hours, telecommuting, working parttime etc.; (4) Promote and facilitate the exchange of the benefits of diversity, best practices and
knowledge-sharing where possible.
EIT InnoEnergy financial sustainability is demonstrated in the actuals, forecasted for 2020 and planned
Return of Investment (ROI), based on the signed 300+ term sheets:
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2 STRATEGIC ANALYSIS OF THE
SOCIETAL CHALLENGE
EIT InnoEnergy and Societal Challenges
EIT InnoEnergy addresses the same societal challenges in the context of its 2021-2027 strategic Innovation
Agenda (SIA), as the following global initiatives in addressing societal challenges:
(i)

The Paris agreement on climate change, signed by 195 countries in the COP21 (Conference
of the Parties -2015), where the society (citizen) at large was exposed massively (media huge
coverage) to a problem that so far was pretty much limited to the institutional and business
spheres: if we continue the economic growth with the same parameters we have been using
since the pre-industrial levels.
The signatory parties acknowledge that the climate human induced change -global warmingis creating a threat for human life in our planet; and that CO2 (and GHG – Green House Gas
Emissions at large) is one of the key parameters to control.
EIT InnoEnergy is qualifying investments with three parameters, one of them being the CO2
abated, since day one of operation.

(ii)

The same year 2015, all the countries of the United Nations agreed on the 2030 Agenda for
Sustainable Development, with the 17 SDGs and its 169 objectives, of which #7 (Affordable
and clean energy), #8 (Economic Growth), #11 (sustainable cities and communities), #13
(Climate Action), # 4 (Quality in education), #12 (Responsible production and consumption)
and #9 (Industry, Innovation and Transformation) are fully aligned with and served by EIT
InnoEnergy strategy and mission.
EIT InnoEnergy has been mapping since 2018 how the supported assets are contributing to
the 17 SDG and will continue to do so. An example is provided at point 2.2.

(iii)

The European Commission Green Deal at the core of the next five years (2021-2025), not only
reinforcing fighting against climate change, but also using the “green economy” as the engine
for growth and job creation for Europe. The EU recovery Package (Next Generation EU)
mobilizes at least 30% of the discussed 750B€ for Green Deal related activities.

EIT InnoEnergy is active in the energy transition areas where it is tackling the following key societal
challenges:


Energy and Climate:
o decrease the GHG emissions.
o decrease cost of energy (i.e., focusing on renewables deployment as the most affordable
technology, so lowering the LCOE -Levelized Cost Of Energy).
o increase the operability of the energy system (i.e. storage is the game changer here)
7
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Economy and societal
o job creation (or maintenance)
o growth
o increase competitiveness of the European value chains.
because sustainable energy must be a vector of value creation and resilience, like captured in the
political strategy laid out by this Commission in the Green Deal.

By addressing these global societal challenges EIT InnoEnergy aims to deliver impact in the following areas:
1. Economic impacts (Economic growth and competitiveness)
2. Social impacts
3. Environmental impacts
Whilst ensuring the EIT InnoEnergy long term sustainability objective and demonstrating the viability of the
model of the EIT as an instrument enabling the Knowledge Triangle Integration.
This has provided a clear and concise template for operations to contribute to the outlined societal impacts
and are aligned with the main Pillars, Clusters, and goals of the Horizon Europe programme related to
Energy. The figures below highlight the cumulative results to date with current assets, from 2010 to date
and planned impact to 2027.

Figure 6 reflects the contribution of EIT InnoEnergy supported ventures to the strategic objectives (in white
background is audited numbers whereas the yellow background is the projected impact based in 25 years
of operation (as set by the IRIS methodology).
8
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EIT InnoEnergy measures them quantitatively (thus monitoring our contributions to these goals) in the
company impact dashboard which is EIT InnoEnergy driving compass at the highest level of the company;
complemented by financial sustainability (-monitored through the P&L -annual revenues- and balance
sheet -equity value-) and the Knowledge Triangle integration liquidity, as a measure of the ecosystem
strength.
EIT InnoEnergy is formally identified as one of the instruments to operationalize the EU policies, based
on its track record and integration in the EU landscape.

This formal mandate is a recognition that since 2010, EIT InnoEnergy strategic objectives have
been aligned with the EU objectives; and for the next period 2021-2027 the organisation strategic
objectives continue being aligned with the 2030 EU climate objectives.

Mapping of EIT InnoEnergy portfolio assets to the SDGs
EIT InnoEnergy maps its portfolio of supported ventures to the SDGs (Sustainable Development Goals) as
well as to the ‘Green Deal’ goals.
Below a sample of 32 supported ventures mapped to the SDGs and Green Deal goals. The analysis was
prepared for the application to the European Innovation Council (EIC) Green Deal call of May 2019. EIT
InnoEnergy supported ventures success rate has been of 16% vs 2% for the total European wide applicants.
It serves as an example of the future operational processes that will be undertaken in the 2021-2027 period.
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Figure 1: EIT InnoEnergy current asset mapping related to strategic objectives
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EIT InnoEnergy strategy for the period 2021-2027 is to continue contributing to EU30 goals, by designing,
developing, and deploying commercially viable innovations that tackle the energy, societal and economical
challenges as we have done over the past 10 years.

SWOT analysis




The first column is the SWOT done by the Executive Board of the company in January 2020.
The second column is the SWOT done by the Supervisory Board of the company in March 2020.
The numbers highlight in red are the top 3 of each cluster.

Some analysis concluded in the Supervisory Board meeting that took place in March 2020:
 The Supervisory Board top 3 and the Executive Board top 3 per cluster are the same, meaning that the
Governance and executive level of the company are extremely well aligned.
 The strengths are structural, developed over the last 9 years of operations; and we can build upon
them.
 The SWOT depicts a company more and more streamlined , where all assessments from, S, W, O or T
are fewer and more core.
 There are many opportunities in many areas (only the Green deal areas are manyfold), and these
opportunities will be there for the next decade.
 The internal weaknesses are being addressed as we have gone along, with special relevance of the
capital structure to fulfil our dreams, which requires additional focus. Some ambitious ideas to
approach that challenge were discussed in the meeting.
 The external threats are constantly observed and reacted upon.
11
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3 VISION, MISSION AND
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
KIC’s vision
EIT InnoEnergy vision is:
“To be the leading engine for innovation and entrepreneurship in sustainable energy”.

KIC’s mission
EIT InnoEnergy defines its mission as:

“To build and manage a sustainable, long-lasting operational framework amongst the three
actors of the knowledge triangle in the energy sector: industry, research, and higher education,
while ensuring that the integration of the three is more efficient and has a higher impact on
innovation (talent, technology, companies) than the three standing alone”.
EIT InnoEnergy translation of the knowledge triangle integration is “the trusted ecosystem” which includes
businesses, universities, and research organisations, complemented by consumers, investors, and public
and governmental organisations.
EIT InnoEnergy, with the other KICs, have demonstrated that innovation is vastly different compared to
research (and compared to commercial activities); and requires different parties involved [research
institutes, universities, industry, public administration, financial institutions, regulators], different dynamics
[not only project based interactions, but ambitions in a given sector], different management [from project
or deal bilateral management to management of dynamics based on societal challenge goals] and different
values [trust is key in InnoEnergy ecosystem].

Strategic objectives
EIT InnoEnergy has defined its strategic objectives for the period 2021-2027 in-line with its vision and
mission as outlined in the graph below:

12
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The “Go To” trusted innovation ecosystem in sustainable energy both for the EU and the US. Over the last
nine years EIT InnoEnergy have built and have been managing a trusted ecosystem (500+ partners from all
across the value chain, supply chain, incumbents and challengers, from 21 different countries and as many
regulatory frameworks, from all the energy carriers, with indirect access to 150M energy consumers).
(1) The goal is to become the preferred “go to” trusted ecosystem for those impact minded innovators in
the EU and US by 2027. For the absence of any doubt, the RIS countries are fully covered by our European
strategy.
EIT InnoEnergy invest more than 40% of its yearly resources in partners of RIS countries, covering Spain,
Portugal, Italy, and the newest MS – 12.


The trusted unbiased vehicle used by the EU & Member States policy makers for leading the (early
mover) implementations of the Green Deal. Over the last nine years (i) EIT InnoEnergy have delivered
on the mandate that the EU gave us in 2010 (e.g. “Do innovation differently, and do different
innovation, making positive impact on the Energy transition”, “Accelerating Clean Energy Innovation”);
(ii) The approach has been inclusive of most of the other EU instruments (e.g. Commission services,
EIB) and are accepted as an added value contributor to the political goals (e.g. electro mobility, reindustrialization of Europe), also progressing at Member State level; (iii) public private partnership
construction has been identified first as the perfect bridge between the public world and the private
world, then as the common ecosystem where all are equal members and now as a blueprint –especially
EBA- of the European industrial strategy-; (iv) EIT InnoEnergy have a multidisciplinary approach (e.g.
the branded diamond six dimension approach to innovation is recognized in Brussels and has been
broadly inherited by the EIC), a systemic approach (e.g. all the value chain, not just one step) always
looking for more impactful approaches; (v) EIT InnoEnergy are contributing more and more to policy
13
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design and deployment (e.g. European Battery Alliance, Business Investment Platform, European
Green Hydrogen Acceleration Centre, European Solar Initiative).
The goal up to 2027 is to consolidate and improve that position and become the trusted unbiased vehicle
of the European Commission, Parliament and Member States for spearheading the role of innovation in
the NEW opportunities emanated from the Green Deal and the EU recovery package. EIT InnoEnergy will
also engage with other EU institutions: EIB, EIF, EIC and EU missions on Climate Neutral and Intelligent
Cities and Batteries European Partnership Association and similar European Institutionalized Partnerships.
(2) Financially independent. Over the last nine years EIT InnoEnergy have invested in 450 innovative
business cases, of which 300+ assets going strong, and already in 2020 one hundred and forty (140) of
those are contributive in terms of return on investment (cash), with a landing revenue in 2019 of 18,7M€
(doubling from 2018), meaning that the assets are valuable AND are able to monetize the value in these
assets. There are several facts from 2019/20 which are highlighted:
o EIT InnoEnergy launched the Alfa Asset program, with the ambition to replicate the success of
NorthVolt in 22 other assets of the portfolio. The progress has been effective, and the objective
for 2020 is to increase the value of these assets from 62M€ to 100M€. The forecasted contribution
of these 22 assets, in terms of cash returns for InnoEnergy, in the period 2021-2027, is more than
700M€ (see chapter 5).
o The reaction of the company in supporting the survival of our portfolio ventures during the COVID
-19 Crisis has accelerated the development of the strong need of asset management, earlier than
planned. The company has put the support to the assets at the core, we have delivered beyond
expectations, the customer (the assets) is highly appreciative of these services, and learnings have
been internalized.
o The audited Financial statements 2019 show a sharp increase of the equity position of the
company, more than doubling, and only contributed by 17 of them (out of the 300 in the EIT
InnoEnergy portfolio). This shows that the intrinsic value of the assets, which are normally enter
when the risk is high, does unlock when they go public, or they do rounds B and C successfully.
The equity represents the in-built value to be monetized in the future, which de-risks InnoEnergy
financial sustainability.
The goal until 2027 is to reach a financial model, all product lines blended [those money making (e.g.
Highway, Innovation Projects, ...) and those breaking even (e.g. Master School since all the surplus will go
to the Universities)] of 1€ cost incurred, 2€ value created AND monetized. The target investment capacity
managed by EIT InnoEnergy by 2027 is an annual run rate of 300M€ coming from 100M€ from the net
proceeds of our previous investments, 100M€ from managing revolving third-party facilities (Impact Fund,
green bonds, convertibles, ...) and 100M€ (grants and/or financial instruments) coming from the EU since
we will remain a key enabler of the Energy transition and Green Deal. For the period 2021-2027, the
assumptions presented in chapter 5.
(3) Expand geographically the EIT InnoEnergy ecosystem to the US: The transatlantic top player by volume.
EIT InnoEnergy is the biggest (in terms of volume) accelerator in Sustainable Energy in the western world.
EIT InnoEnergy have developed a structural relationship with Bill Gates different organizations (Gates
Ventures, Breakthrough Energy, ...), which are highly interested in supporting Europe in our leadership of
the Energy Transition.

14
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(4) The goal up to 2027 is 100+ supported ventures landings, cumulated, in both US and the EU, capitalizing
on our efforts and strategic alliances.
For the absence of any doubt, the RIS countries are fully covered by our European strategy. EIT
InnoEnergy invest more than 40% of yearly resources in partners of RIS countries, so do not have a
special RIS strategy because RIS countries are core to the overall strategy.
(5) Secure a long-term strategic sustainability: EIT InnoEnergy enabling 3 strategic value chains.
The SWOT analysis performed by both the Supervisory Board and the Executive Board in 2020, the
replication of EBA (European Battery Alliance) has scored as one of the highest opportunities for EIT
InnoEnergy.
The goal up to 2027 is to replicate EBA in 2 other strategic industrial value chains (i.e., Green H2, PV reborn
in EU, Hyperloop, Building refurbishment, Clean Steel Production.)
(6) 10 EIT InnoEnergy assets* (products/companies) are world leaders, (e.g., branded as powered by EIT
InnoEnergy) Sales of 100M$/year each. The goal of EIT InnoEnergy is to create positive impact in
sustainable energy (by reducing the energy costs, increase the operability of the energy system and
decrease the GHG emissions) and in the economy (create or maintain jobs, increase competitiveness of the
European industry, growth). The best proxy for these objectives is products/companies that sell (because
that means there is a buyer which has made its choice amongst many other competitive offers and has
preferred “ours”), and that sells big (100M$/year threshold) because then they would be world leaders and
have the critical mass to make a massive impact.
(7) Secure a culture of systemic innovation based on individuals (game changers), beyond institutions and
political/regulatory tempos: 50 CXO of TOP 500 Innovative companies are EIT InnoEnergy active Community
members. EIT InnoEnergy has a strong focus on human capital as the corner stone of a new way of doing
innovation, and consequently of the ecosystem. EIT InnoEnergy have been concentrating on special
segments (e.g. MSc School) with some 1500 graduated game changers –from 42 different nationalities,
equipped with unique tools to change the game if they so wish; several of them are already CXO of key
organizations (i.e. Engie) or of their own start-ups (i.e. Flexidao). When these game changers reach
positions (e.g. CXO) in the key players in the energy sector, then the culture of how to do innovation would
change systemically, and in exchange these game changers, in their management positions, they will favor
and use instruments like EIT InnoEnergy (again a win-win symbiosis).
(8) EIT InnoEnergy RIS activity is strategically laid in the form of a centralized network of a central KIC activity
management unit, and local operational arms constructed on partnerships under the form of EIT
InnoEnergy Hubs.
Since 2018 EIT InnoEnergy has established a network of partners in twelve countries – Bulgaria, Croatia,
Greece, Estonia, Hungary, Lithuania, Latvia, Romania, Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia and Turkey integrated in an
operational unit (the Power Alliance).
All of them are aimed in delivering the EIT and have been selected according to the three main fundamental
criterions for partnership selections in EIT InnoEnergy Strategy 2021-2027:
Criterion 1: Geographical proximity.
Criterion 2: Ecosystem type, amount of innovation activities and current position in the European
Innovation Scoreboard.
Criterion 3: Indications of existing S3 priorities related to Sustainable Energy area
15
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EIT InnoEnergy Hubs fulfil the role of local arm of KICs – in this case EIT InnoEnergy - acting between our
KIC and the local innovation and energy actors.
The HUBs are responsible for engaging actors from the Local Ecosystems, but also for mobilizing and
internationalizing of the local networks and facilitating the InnoEnergy efforts in fostering Knowledge
Triangle Innovation (KTI). According to the current standing, the EIT InnoEnergy HUB’s responsibilities/tasks
are as follows: scouting (ventures, innovation projects, industry, investors, universities), building cases,
positioning InnoEnergy in local eco-systems, active participation in all InnoEnergy events (TBB, Power Up!
etc.), business development/sales.
EIT InnoEnergy is able to reach the ultimate target and successfully engage with the regional actors and to
establish partnerships aimed at KTI innovation model in Research & Innovation, who are also resulting in
product and service development, technology transfer, social innovation, developing links and synergies
between innovation actors, supporting technological and applied research, pilot lines, early product
validation actions, advanced manufacturing capabilities and first production of key enabling technologies
and diffusion of general purpose technologies.
The ambition is that through our multi-annual and annual plans we deploy actions to fulfill these strategic
objectives maintaining the current governance and a lean management and operational layer.
The outline of the vision, mission, and strategic objectives above is largely framed to 2027.
EIT InnoEnergy this vision, enabled by the trusted Innovation ecosystem is a unique, will be preserved,
enhanced, and grown to 2027 and beyond.
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4.

IMPACT AND RESULTS

4.1 Impact
In the definition of the impact and results of EIT InnoEnergy uses the following four hypotheses:
1.
2.

There is a “U” shape COVID -19 crisis recovery, with Q42021 GDP in EU countries at same level as
pre-Corona.
Half of the 30% Green Deal Next Generation EU related investments go to medium term structural
changes [100B€]

These assumptions are fully linked to the impact and results and commitments undertaken in the SIA. Any
substantial deviation on any of these factors will immediately trigger an update of the SIA pledges.
EIT InnoEnergy has been developing over the years a methodology to “measure” impact, based on the VNA
model.

Which highlights the:


Impact in the energy sector in three variables: decreasing the cost of energy; increasing the
operability and security of the energy system; and decreasing the GHG emissions.
17
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Impact in growth and competitiveness: Job (maintenance) and creation; Increase competitiveness
of European industry; and Tax collections (TVA, income tax)

For “counting” the impact we use the IRIS methodology [IRIS is the catalogue of generally accepted
performance metrics that leading impact investors use to measure social, environmental, and financial
success, evaluate deals, and grow the sector’s credibility], which is an initiative of the GIIN [Global Impact
Initiative Network].
A detailed outline of the EIT InnoEnergy impacts is presented in Annex I of this document.
To create the aggregated contribution of our assets to the impact KPIs is an annual exercise of consolidation
of the bottom-up collection of data.

18
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This dashboard is the result of a bottom-up aggregation where all EIT InnoEnergy assets under
management have a business case, expanding normally between 5 and 10 years depending on the maturity
of the asset, where it can be found:
 The prospective revenues of the asset (which is underpinned by the # of products sold), the FTE
(Full time employees) they are going to have, the investments they are going to raise.
 The product description, with its LCOE (Levelized Cost of Energy), the CO2 abated (if it is the case)
and the COGS (Cost of Goods Sold)

19
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4.2 Results
EIT InnoEnergy, as a company, is measuring its performance versus the strategy and the objectives that are
at the foundation of the industrial plan. This is formalized through the scoreboard of EIT InnoEnergy.
The InnoEnergy scoreboard builds upon five ultimate goals (column “end game”), four (4) external and one
(1) internal: Impact in Talent & Job Creation; Impact in Economic growth and Competitiveness; Impact in
Innovation in Sustainable Energy; Impact by Knowledge Triangle Integration of the InnoEnergy innovation
model; and InnoEnergy (operational and financial) sustainability (internal).
The EIT InnoEnergy dashboard is detailed into the following Annual KPI targets:
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5. GOVERNANCE AND
OPERATION MODEL
5.1 Partnership
The guiding principles ruling the EIT InnoEnergy partnership are summarized as follows:
(a) A balanced representation of research, higher education, and business in the shareholding structure.
(b) Clear segregation of duties at the shareholder, the governance, the operational and the beneficiaries’
level;
(c) Central Business Line strategies and Thematic Field Roadmaps are operationalized at the local level by
EIT InnoEnergy Co-location Centers (where EIT InnoEnergy SE always holds majority of shares and therefore
the control if the legal structure is a company and not a branch);
(d) Fully open partnership for activity partners, beneficiaries of the KIC funding.
EIT InnoEnergy ownership: Legal structure
On the stable foundation of the shareholder structure of the 23 EIT InnoEnergy shareholders, well balanced
across the knowledge triangle, the shareholding base of InnoEnergy continues to evolve through an open,
inclusive, and consultative process, where prospective shareholders are actively targeted based on their
strategic fit and contribution to the strategy of the company. EIT InnoEnergy is a company, and the
ownership and strategy reside in the shareholders.
EIT InnoEnergy has been able to attract new shareholders to the ownership structure (3 in 2019, 1 in 2020),
even if those had to pay 1600K€ for one share in 2020, where the initial shareholders had paid 10K€. For
the next 7 years, EIT InnoEnergy will continue to attract openly and transparently key institutions and
capital for making our strategic sustainability more robust. To ensure openness and transparency EIT
InnoEnergy sources its shareholders via different channels but all must meet the following criteria:
-

Demonstrate capacity and capability to further EIT InnoEnergy strategic objectives and add
complementary representation to the ‘knowledge triangle’
Acknowledged Leadership in the energy sector, or the strong aspiration to become an
acknowledged leader in the energy sector, or any other sector of relevance to the energy sector;
Demonstrated and recognized High innovation acumen.
Strategic intent aligned with the UN SDG;
A commitment to participate in the KIC activities, where feasible
Demonstrate the capacity to pay the cost of a share in a given year, upon execution of the
transaction.

It is important to state that before becoming a shareholder of EIT InnoEnergy a due diligence process is
performed by EIT InnoEnergy to validate all the criteria listed above. The form thereof - and whether or
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not external parties are involve din such due diligence - is dependent on the circumstances at hand. As
part of such due diligence EIT InnoEnergy may perform desktop research, exploratory talks with a potential
shareholder, ask for documents, etc.
Following such due diligence, the actual accession process for a potential shareholder (i.e. the process to
be accepted by the existing shareholders of EIT InnoEnergy and consequently to obtain one share in EIT
InnoEnergy) contains various checks and balances (as per the General Partnership Agreement and / or the
Articles of Association of EIT InnoEnergy):
- the price for which potential new shareholders are able to obtain one share in EIT InnoEnergy is set for
each year by EIT InnoEnergy’s Supervisory Board in accordance with a calculation method validated by an
external auditor;
- a potential shareholder needs to (timely) issue a formal letter expressing its interest in becoming a
shareholder, explaining its added value to the consortium, etc., etc.;
- a potential shareholder needs to be positively recommended, via a recommendation letter by the existing
shareholders of the co-location to which the potential shareholder will be linked after its accession;
- the potential shareholder will have to enter into an accession agreement, dealing with the price, its
commitment to pay an annual membership fee, conditions precedent, etc. prior to its accession;
- Out of a quorum of ¾ of the existing shareholders a normal majority needs to vote positive for the
accession of the potential shareholder in a general assembly supervised by a Dutch civil law notary; and
- Following a positive vote in the General Assembly, the actual share transfer is be executed by a Dutch civil
law notary, requiring various documents to identify the acceding shareholder in compliance with various
rules and regulations, including these on money laundering and the prevention of terrorism.
EIT InnoEnergy Partnership: EIT InnoEnergy publishes regularly open calls. Partners accede to EIT
InnoEnergy partnership by answering to the open call and proposing innovative activities that upon meeting
the eligibility, assessment and evaluation criteria become part of the KIC Business plan. The accession to our
partnership is fully open, does not require to pay any fee, except if the partner seeks to receive the services
posted in the Web site and refereed in this SIA in chapter “3.5”.
Evolution since 2010:
In the early days the distribution of Universities, RTOs and business was approx. 1/3 each, whereas along
the years it has become a more fair, although still unbalanced, representation of the number of
Universities, public RTOs and businesses in the European playground (out of the close to 1000 Universities
EIT InnoEnergy has 71 [7%]; out of the 350 RTOs represented by EARTO EIT InnoEnergy has 47 [14%] and
out the roughly 180.000 SMEs and business in energy EIT InnoEnergy has 349 [0,2%]). This trend continuing,
with more and more businesses coming into the ecosystem.
The partner base of EIT InnoEnergy has continued to grow during the past years to a current
number of 500+ active, spanning 21 EU countries, proving the healthy and totally open
environment, actively managed by 6 CLCs and 13 EIT RIS Hubs.
EIT InnoEnergy publishes regularly open calls. Partners accede to EIT InnoEnergy partnership by
answering to the open call and proposing innovative activities that upon meeting the eligibility,
assessment and evaluation criteria become part of the KIC Business plan. EIT InnoEnergy
ecosystem of partners is wider that the one factualized in the next chapters, since we only include
in the information those that are also vetted by the EIT, but there are many others, which do not
receive any funding (i.e., InnoEnergy VC community members, today north of 60 partners) which
are not in the information provided.
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From 2022 onwards EIT InnoEnergy will be executing a full cascading model for EIT grant disbursement.
This relationship will be managed via Internal Agreements where the provisions of the Partnership
Agreement and the Grant Agreement will be enforced to the grant beneficiaries.
In the evolution of the KIC – it is expected that only a fraction of the partners will become subgrantees as
the EIT grant amount is expected to diminish in the coming years.

5.2 Governance
EIT InnoEnergy is compliant with the “Principles of good Governance” issued by the EIT. It has proven an
enabler for the execution of the strategy. EIT InnoEnergy’s Code of Conduct, publicly available on our
website, is applicable since July 2013 when it was approved by the Supervisory Board and sequentially
endorsed by the General Assembly. It applies to all individuals involved in KAVA activities, no matter
affiliation of the individual.
EIT InnoEnergy Governance
Our governance is the same as for any commercial company, and is laid down in our bylaws (Article of
Association and GPA -General Partnership Agreement-), with only three bodies:
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The General Assembly, where the shareholders (owners of the company) meet
Formally every June for:
1. approving the financial statements of the previous year
2. Appointing/Dismissing Supervisory Board members
3. Taking resolutions on company framework (not on operations per se) as per the GPA (General
Partnership Agreement)
4. Sanctioning the strategic evolution of the company proposed by the Supervisory Board
Extraordinarily when the matters require.
The Supervisory Board (of continental style), where the members, appointed/dismissed by the General
Assembly, meet at least 4 times a year (lately every two weeks because of Corona), for:
 Approving the Business Plan for the upcoming year, and its targets
 Supervising the implementation of the Business Plan and give guidance to the Executive Board.
 Proposing evolutions of the company strategy to the shareholders, upon proposal from the
Executive Board
 Appointing/Dismissing the CEO
The Supervisory Board DOES NOT get involved in operational decision (clear separation of duties).
There are 3 subcommittees: Remuneration, Audit, Investment.
The Executive Board, led by the CEO, with 9 members, out of which two women, meeting every
month, for:
 Running the operations
 Securing the targets for the year and for the upcoming periods
 Securing the implementation of the Business Plan
 Proposing evolutions of the strategy to the Supervisory Board
Supervisory Board
Over the years there have been changes to the individual members of our InnoEnergy governance
and management bodies – Supervisory Board/, Executive Board and Co-Location Centers –
However the structure itself including the balanced representation across the knowledge triangle
integration and the assurance of segregation of duties, has been preserved.
The healthy evolution of the Supervisory Board membership, and of its structural sub-committees
(Audit, Equity Authorization, Remuneration) along the years has been seamless, as well as the
Heads of each sub-committee. In 2021, there are 8(eight) independent board members, out of
the 12 SB members in total. EIT InnoEnergy will ensure that at least 50% of the SB members are
independent, at all times, including by 2022 and onwards. In June 2021 we would have 3 of them
being women, and will keep on progressing further as soon as vacancies occur.
Since 2021, EIT InnoEnergy has formally adopted a Diversity and Inclusion Plan where relevant
targets and actions are included and a monitoring and reporting mechanism is in place.
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EIT InnoEnergy operational management structure
As far as executive and operational management is concerned, the underlying management
structure of the company continues and will continue to consist of three layers, each with a
distinctive and very clear role in the InnoEnergy value chain, as illustrated below:
 A pan-European Thematic Field layer, led by the six Thematic Field Leaders, out of which
two women, where strategies for each respective field are created and translated into
roadmaps, and where the innovations are actively hunted, assessed, and selected through
the centrally managed innovation selection processes, in line with the aforementioned
selection criteria.


A centralized functional management layer, known as the KIC SE or EIT InnoEnergy SE, led
by functional managers, where business lines (Education and Business Creation) as well as
management and operations functions (finance, legal, ICT, marketing) define and
implement functional strategies, business models and processes, set targets for financial
and operational performance, and disseminate best practices. EIT InnoEnergy has seen
great success with the current structure and does not plan to expand the number of CLC in
the 2021-2027 period.
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A local Co-Location Center (CC) execution management layer, led by six colocations CEO’s,
out of which one woman, responsible for:
1. The account management of key InnoEnergy partners, relationship management
with all other local partners and stakeholders within the geographic boundaries of
the Co-Location,
2. EIT InnoEnergy Hubs are managed by a CLC in-line with the geographical or
thematic association. This has proved to be a successful formula, enabling a high
level of involvement of EIT RIS countries. EIT InnoEnergy will continue with this
strategy in the 2021-2027 period.
3. The management, execution and supervision of pan-European innovation
programs across education, innovation and business creation, where the (leading)
partner or entrepreneur is located with the Co-Location geography.
4. Generating the revenues that secures the financial sustainability by transacting as
per the streams described in later in this section.
5. EIT InnoEnergy SE owns and controls its CLC 100% - delegating day to day
management to regional CEOs.
6. And all of it with a “Think Global, Act Global” approach

For absence of any doubt in EIT InnoEnergy there is ONE strategy and ONE annual business plan
(not the aggregation of as many business plans as CLCs)

Antifraud activities
EIT InnoEnergy has a dedicated antifraud policy that applies to all its staff and partners. Additionally,
the KIC takes part in cross-KIC working groups to continually train and update these policies for
future activities.
EIT InnoEnergy diversity and gender strategy
EIT InnoEnergy is committed to ensure an equal representation at all levels of the company, and in
particular management, supervisory, and executive roles. EIT InnoEnergy commits to ensuring a gender
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balance in these roles at at least one third level. Further, geographical, and professional backgrounds will
play an important role in ensuring diverse decision making at all levels.
EIT InnoEnergy is committed to take action to promote more diversity in our teams, starting with one of its
elements: the gender equality. EIT InnoEnergy has taken some long-term commitments in the
implementation of this strategy:(1) at least 40% representation of women in all junior, midlevel, and senior
positions by the year 2027; (2) adopt a 30% target for women’s representation as supervisory board
members by 2027; (3) Modernize policies to support flexible work hours, telecommuting, working parttime etc.; (4) Promote and facilitate the exchange of the benefits of diversity, best practices and
knowledge-sharing where possible.
Against these targets EIT InnoEnergy has already made significant progress in these three three
dimensions: (1) EIT InnoEnergy own staff: 51% of the KIC staff are females. Their distribution differs across
company levels; (2) EIT InnoEnergy Governance:by June 2021, 3 of the 12 Board members (by June 2021)
are women. As soon as vacancies will open because of end of terms of the current SB members, we will
progress further. Likewise, in the Executive Board, the first vacancy (CEO InnoEnergy France) has been filled
by a woman; (3) Students in our Master Programs: We have a healthy 31% of women in the intake 2020,
from low 10% in the past, so progress there is also factual.

5.3 Budget
Since 2010 all the investments done by EIT InnoEnergy have a Return of Investment (ROI) agreement signed
between the beneficiary of the investment and EIT InnoEnergy. EIT InnoEnergy only invests in (business)
cases where the delivered innovation (technological, social or business model) will have a potential impact
in one of three energy KPIs (decrease cost of energy, decrease GHG emissions and increase the operability
of the energy system) with subsequent expected socioeconomic impact in three main KPIs (creation or
maintenance of jobs, growth and increase of European competitiveness).
In purely financial terms EIT InnoEnergy is a risk investor, so these ROI agreements are only “called” when
the innovation is successful, so we have a logic of risk sharing and success sharing. This principle is applied
to all our investments and is very clear and welcome by the partners of the ecosystem.
EIT InnoEnergy manage 12 sources of revenue/resources that support seamlessly our activities. Described
below are the 9 most relevant examples. It should be noted that revenues are Half of the contributor to
the financial sustainability, the other HALF is the value in EIT InnoEnergy’s balance sheet of the equity
positions (and ROIs), which represent the future value to be monetized. Underneath we explain all the
sources EIT InnoEnergy manages, highlighting whether they contribute to our financial sustainability, and
whether they are NET (no cost associated) or GROSS (cost associated):
Source 1: Ecosystem [fees per partner] & new shareholders [Net contributor to EIT InnoEnergy financial
sustainability]
Under the EIT InnoEnergy General Partnership Agreement (GPA), partners of EIT InnoEnergy are obliged to
make annual contributions in cash. In 2018 we evolved the relation between the partners from a legal one
(as in the GPA) to a commercial one, with the same underlying “financial contributions” but linked to a
“value of the ecosystem” deal rather than a legal relation. The “Membership benefit program”, as it is called
now, is depicted below:
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This source of revenue from Formal Partners is 100% implemented since 2010 through the signed GPA and
will continue in the period 2019-2022 in this new format. With the current membership/partnership at the
different levels, we have recurrent cash contributions (3-4M€) per year, which cover, as of today, 35% of
our OPEX run rate needs. The partners retention rate is 90%
The forecast of this revenue stream is based on:




an increase of shareholders/platinum (till 35 at the end of the period)
an increase of associated partners/gold+/gold (till 50 at the end of the period.
a plateau of commercialization partners/silver at 100 per year

Source 2: Partners own contribution (co-funding). [Does not contribute to EIT InnoEnergy financial
sustainability]
EIT InnoEnergy is leveraging the EIT grant with other resources mobilized by our partners. Other
resources are either partners’ own resources (additional cash, or in-kind in forms of staff, labs,
infrastructures, tangible and intangible assets) or resources of third parties which are managed by
the partners (regional, national or EU financial support – funding or financing).
This source of resources/revenue is 100% implemented since 2011 through the Activity Agreements
signed between EIT InnoEnergy and the activity partners and will continue expanding in volume.
Source 3: EIT grant (With the assumptions of section 4) [Net contributor to EIT InnoEnergy financial
sustainability]
While the EIT grant as seed fund has been and is a sine qua non both for our current and near future
operations, EIT InnoEnergy is already complementing it with other sources of revenue/investment.
This development is reflected, started in 2017, by a decreasing proportional contribution of the EIT
grant to EIT InnoEnergy budget.
This source of revenue is 100% implemented through the annual Grant Agreement since 2010.
Source 4: ROI on investments in Innovation Projects [Net contributor to InnoEnergy financial
sustainability]
For Innovation projects the ROI strategy of EIT InnoEnergy is based on Revenue sharing: EIT
InnoEnergy gets (1% - 5%) of the product selling price each time the commercialization partner sells
the innovative product or service developed in the EIT InnoEnergy project.
The current ROI rules state that in Innovation Projects, EIT InnoEnergy requests by default 5 times
its investment if the project successfully delivers a competitive product or service that is adopted
successfully by the market. This multiplier changes (up or down) depending on the risk profile of the
project. Each ROI agreement is revisited at 3 different timelines of the innovation project.
In the aggregated table we EIT InnoEnergy show the ROI based forecasted revenue for the ROI
agreements signed. As we can see the ROI starts increasing significantly because the sales of the
commercially mature innovations start to pick up, which is normal in the maturity of our portfolio.
Please let´s not forget that the “time to full deployment” of any energy product is between 7 and
15 years (from TRLs 6-7), different from other economic sectors.
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This source of revenue is 100% implemented (and yearly improved) since 2011 through the Project
Agreements signed between EIT InnoEnergy and the commercialization project partner. Some 80
assets in the portfolio..
Source 5: Monetization of equity: revenue stream from the Highway™(Early stage). [Net contributor
to EIT InnoEnergy financial sustainability]
The Highway® is the first product line from the Business Creation Services business line. The
business model is the following: When the entrepreneur (the customer) with a business idea goes
through the preliminary opportunity assessment, and reaches a positive assessment, she/he then
signs a contract with EIT InnoEnergy, where we establish the subset of services they receive to reach
their potential, and in return, when the start-up is incorporated, InnoEnergy gets, but only then, a
percentage of the equity of the start-up.
This percentage depends on how many services the entrepreneur will be getting, and the reference
is between 5-30%. The data we monitor per venture (equity position, last investment round, sales,
services delivered, our valuation, investments raised) have been extensively shared with the EIT.
The fair value of our equity positions in our portfolio is annually checked by the external auditors
(PWC, EY, KPMG) since they are an integral part of the valuation of EIT InnoEnergy.
We have started exiting some cases (20+ up to Sep 2020) to test whether the term sheets are solid.
They are. Same as for the Innovation Projects, the forecasted ROI from exits increases significantly,
which is expected since the valuation of the more mature ones allows bigger capital gains (rounds
Bs and Cs)
This source of revenue is 100% implemented (and improved yearly) since 2011 through the so-called
Term Sheets which are signed between EIT InnoEnergy and the ventures. Some 220+ assets in the
portfolio.
Source 6: Participation fees for Master School [Gross contributor to EIT InnoEnergy financial
sustainability]
The educational programs of EIT InnoEnergy are meant to be of the highest quality and world class.
Only then we will be able to (1) stop granting the students to attend the courses, and then (2) charge
our applicants a given participation fee. After five consecutive years of investment (cumulated to
24M€), in 2016 we changed the strategy in the Master School by evolving from handing out
scholarships (buying students) to asking participation fees and offering participation waivers. The
number of self paying students has steadily increased since 2017 and proven the value of our
programs. The participation fee is from 2021 intake onwards 18K€, coming from 12K€ when we
launched a paying Master School.
The assumption for the period is reaching 80% of students paying tuition fees by 2024.
Source 7: Consulting services to external customers [GROSS Contributor to EIT InnoEnergy financial
sustainability]
Consulting services will never be neither a big contributor to revenue stream for EIT InnoEnergy nor
to financial sustainability, it is developed as a complement to our Business Model, and to reinforce
our Thought Leadership positioning. It is developed because the tools, processes, reports that we
design and deploy for our own internal needs have a value, and the market might have an appetite
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for them also. Because it is a service, and not our main goal, the Gross Margin is low and will remain
so. Some examples with past (and hopefully) future transactions.





The consulting assignments signed with Gates Ventures and Breakthrough Energy, [Bill and
Melinda Gates Foundation investment vehicles in sustainable energy].
Reports: TOP 10 Innovators in 100 technologies; Tools: IRL tool (DG RTD), E2Talent (several VCs,
BAs)
Innovation by design: co-designing and managing the disruptive R&D&I roadmap of an
innovative energy player (REE, RWE, Tu/E,)
Student challenge driven: using EIT InnoEnergy students as brainpower to design future
businesses (Iberdrola, Sweco, Gas Natural)

Development of this source of revenue, will continue as an accompanying to other sources, and never
a goal in itself.
Source 8: Market Creator© [Contributes to EIT InnoEnergy financial sustainability]
This product offering was launched in 2014-2015. EIT InnoEnergy identifies a market that does not
exist because of critical mass, too risky for incumbents brand, absence of supply chain, nonexistence of business model underpinning the case, so we EIT InnoEnergy build and operate the first
transactions, leveraging the innovative technology of our ventures, the challenging appetite of our
big players, and the manpower of our students.
Once the new business (so new € in the market place) is operating to the functional and commercial
conditions that make it market viable, EIT InnoEnergy transfers it to the big EIT InnoEnergy industrial
partner risking in the first phase. The valuation of the business, pre-agreed in T0 is the gain of the
investment. This is the BOT model (Build, Operate, and Transfer).
Home and Smart, the BOT together with 70+ StadWerke in Germany (aggregated around Thüga)
and launched in 2016, was successfully transferred to Badenova and Thuga in Jan 2019, proving the
beauty of the model.
The live BOTs are:
 Power4You: together with 5 Municipal Utilities in Sweden, launched in 2018.
 EOS: together with an EPC (Energy Procurement Company in Spain), launched in 2019
 Verkor: together with Schneider and IDEC, launched in 2020
Development of this source of revenue, will continue, with a big boost when more resource are
available.
Source 9: Contracts with other EU bodies [GROSS contributor –marginally- to EIT InnoEnergy
financial sustainability]
Over the last years we have developed a position in the EU, beyond the EIT, that has allowed EIT
InnoEnergy to be recognized as a value-added player. We have been awarded eleven contracts
(depicted in sections of this document), some already delivered, most of them under
implementation and that are bringing additional revenue but also associated costs (that is why it is
GROSS contributor). They are included in the financial sustainability, however their value is in the
strategic sustainability dimension, since all the contracts are only proposed if they complement and
re-enforce our strategy.
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Development of this source of revenue, will continue, always as a mean to the goal of becoming one
of the preferred instruments for the EU for the Energy transition (link to the vision explained in
section 2).
Forecast Revenue and Financial Sustainability looking into the future:
Besides the requested information, we have included additionally:
 The revenues in 2017, 2018, 2019 and prospective 2020 (with Corona impact built in)
 The balance sheet equity of EIT InnoEnergy, audited.
Important to remind that for EIT InnoEnergy, behind all these numbers but especially for lines 1.1
and 1,2 there are term sheets, contracts that substantiates each one of the 300+ cases underpinning
the prospective revenue. The contribution to FS, in those 2 lines of NEW investments done from
2020 onwards will be minimal.

The EIT funding from 2021 are estimates used for the purpose of this exercise.
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As explained above, the equity position in
EIT InnoEnergy balance sheet is as
important, since it indicates how the
future looks like (the intrinsic value of the
equity positions we have in our 300+
investments, with a very conservative
approach). Therefore, here the evolution
of the equity of EIT InnoEnergy’s balance
sheet, audited by external auditors and
public in the public register. It is obvious
that the orange and grey segments of the
forecasted revenues come from the value
increase of the equity in the balance sheet.
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Disclaimer: It is pertinent to note that the table above does not represent a commitment by the EIT to
disburse the listed amount.

5.4 Financial Sustainability
Since 2010 all the investments done by EIT InnoEnergy have a Return of Investment (ROI) agreement signed
between the beneficiary of the investment and EIT InnoEnergy. EIT InnoEnergy only invests in (business)
cases where the delivered innovation (technological, social or business model) will have a potential impact
in one of three energy KPIs (decrease cost of energy, decrease GHG emissions and increase the operability
of the energy system) with subsequent expected socioeconomic impact in three main KPIs (creation or
maintenance of jobs, growth and increase of European competitiveness).
In purely financial terms EIT InnoEnergy is a risk investor, so these ROI agreements are only “called” when
the innovation is successful, so there is a logic of risk sharing and success sharing. This principle is applied
to all our investments and is very clear and welcome by the partners of the ecosystem.
EIT InnoEnergy manage 12 sources of revenue/resources that support its activities, under the grouping of
the 5 main indicators described in the table below.
Revenues is currently half of the contributor to the financial sustainability, the other half is the value in EIT
InnoEnergy’s balance sheet of the equity positions (and ROIs), which represent the future value to be
monetized.
The background rationale, assumptions and underlying business model for each line have been extensively
reported in the previous chapter 5.3 Budget. Here we bring the compilation as per required format.
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5.5 Cross-cutting aspects
Openness and Transparency
The ecosystem of partners (which is wider than the 531 depicted since those are only the EIT registered
ones, and for example the EBA -European Battery Alliance- are not counted or all the investors network we
InnoEnergy have developed over the last years -InnoEnergy VC Community-) grows with the deal flow of
new investment cases. EIT InnoEnergy declares, disseminates, and promotes its thematic strategy and
roadmaps, and then launch investment rounds, open ended, with cut of dates (calls). Then partners across
Europe answer to these open calls with innovative business cases, are vetted and selected and eventually
become partners of InnoEnergy because we decide to support their cases.
Open Governance
There are two key criteria that will guide our openness and transparency governance in the coming years.




Only around 10% of the annual 2020 budget will be captured by EIT InnoEnergy shareholders (in
the beginning it was much higher). This trend will continue, and it is mainly Universities and RTOs
which are recurrent beneficiaries, not business.
There is no link between paying a partnership fee and getting, by default, a certain amount of EIT
grant or InnoEnergy investment. It is and will continue to be made clear to all partners and
members of the EIT InnoEnergy ecosystem that influence in decision making, grant-giving, or any
similar activity cannot be obtained through donations, membership fees, or any other similar
method.

Strategic priority setting
EIT InnoEnergy partnership is open to organizations across the world with an active interest and
participation in the energy transition. EIT InnoEnergy shareholders must meet the following criteria:
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demonstrate capacity and capability to further EIT InnoEnergy strategic objectives and add complementary
representation to the ‘knowledge triangle’; aacknowledged Leadership in the energy sector, or the strong
aspiration to become an acknowledged leader in the energy sector, or any other sector of relevance to the
energy sector; demonstrated and recognized High innovation acumen; strategic intent aligned with the UN
SDG; a commitment to participate in the KIC activities, where feasible and capacity to pay the cost of a
share in a given year, upon execution of the transaction.
40%+ of EIT InnoEnergy investments go to countries in the RIS countries as stated in the EIT web site. The
RIS model is core to the EIT InnoEnergy strategy and will continue to be so until 2027 and beyond. Potential
partners from RIS countries will be actively encouraged to engage in the ecosystem through the existing
regional and national offices which are currently present in 13 RIS-designated countries.
Priority setting for EIT InnoEnergy is established through the contribution of it Executive and Supervisory
Boards, bringing together expertise in thematic areas and innovation.
Input from all actors within the ecosystem is welcomed through ongoing events and continuous
collaboration on activities and projects. EIT InnoEnergy’s business planning will continue to hold a similar
structure as in previous years, with investment rounds playing a main role. The well-established investment
round process has proven to be both open and transparent, allowing any eligible partner to apply. Rules
and procedures are publicly available, and InnoEnergy has several systems established to assist these
potential new partners. Some examples include: the BCs resource packs, Educational training, and
instruction (both in collaboration with partners universities and in-house, and the CLC portfolio
management structure itself – which allows for thematic experts to assist in the process. This has shown to
be a very effective method to encourage new partners; the last 4 calls for innovation projects, ALL the
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partners selected (30+ per call) have been new. It is intended that this trend will continue, drawing and
encouraging new partnerships, particularly for SMEs following the outlined partnership offers below:
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EIT InnoEnergy will continue to support outside organisations through its public events and published
papers. An example of this is the activities undertaken in the EBA, where events are held in collaborations
with 3rd party organisations, as well as European and national institutions. These allow for better policy
making in Europe, and for the advancement of knowledge in several fields.
Operational Transparency
All relevant documents (Partnership Agreement, Grant Agreement) are published on the public EIT
InnoEnergy website. The legally binding and commercial documents (Financial Statements, Articles of
Association), as well as investment decisions, and guidance notes, are available on EIT InnoEnergy intranet.
Commercial and legal sensitive documents (Innovation Projects Agreements, BCSA, Students Contracts) are
available to the concerned partners, ventures, and students via the business intelligence platforms EOI and
Accolade.
Training documents, templates, guidance notes are available to all partners or third parties with the link to
the EIT InnoEnergy Office Cloud.
The communication to shareholders is planned and executed as follows: The General Assembly is scheduled
once per year, end of June. Quarterly written reports are used to provide regular updates and extraordinary
General Assemblies are triggered by exceptional circumstances.
The communication with the partnership at large is realized via quarterly meetings (TownHalls, Quarterly
Reviews, newsletters, intranet and website). Twice a year training on operational excellence, grant cycle,
branding is offered to all partners.
EIT InnoEnergy reconfirms its commitment to transparency, by publishing on its website and providing the
EIT with information and key documents in due time about the following:











KIC vision, objectives and main activities, as defined in the KIC Strategic Agenda.
KIC set-up and governance including the KIC LE: KIC governance and management bodies,
decision-making process, the articles of association and other documents laying down the
legal structure of the KIC, KIC Code of Conduct;
KIC partnership: partner categories, names, partner entry and exit criteria, application
process for becoming a KIC partner and redress procedure.
KIC activities:
– final KIC Business Plans, annual progress reports, information on ongoing activities,
outcome and results;
– procedure for the preparation of the KIC Business Plans, including the identification
of priorities, the selection of activities (e.g. the calls for proposals and other funding
schemes managed by KIC), list of selected activities and allocation of funds, and the
redress procedures;
– calls for tenders (i.e. procurement procedures) of the KIC LE and entities with a CLC
role;
calls for EIT RIS hubs;
open and transparent selection and recruitment in the KIC LE;
KIC IP Policy.
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Synergies and Collaborations
The natural first steps were aimed at being anchored in the European biotope for Research &
Innovation, by participating to European projects on all relevant dimensions of innovation &
energy. For this, the added value we bring is mainly being the “market uptake” vehicle, and where our
role is to value the results of other EU initiatives, that are upstream in the TRL/CRL chain, and bring them to
effective commercialization. That was formalized first in the SET Plan communication of 2015, and even
more emphasized in the Communication “Accelerating Clean Energy Innovation” (ACEI) in 2016 and in the
following reports on ACEI issued by the European Commission.
But R&D is not the only dimension where EIT InnoEnergy brings value to the Energy Transition, because
our now recognize “brand” is that the Energy Transition will only happen if the six dimensions:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Societal & Individual
Human Capital
Technology
Regulation
Value Chain/Market/ Business Model
Supply Chain
Three main contextual factors frame the strategy of EIT InnoEnergy in the EU going forward:

The Energy Union (policy)/” Clean Energy for all Europeans” Package (Regulation/Directives) and its evolution:

The Energy Union keeps being a priority for the Commission, the European Parliament and somewhat also for the
Members States for the years to come. The Clean Energy for all Europeans presented by the Commission in
December 2016, that has been adopted before the end of 2018, is giving the compass for the future to all the
stakeholders around Energy. It contains more than 1000 pages, and each page is an opportunity for an ecosystem
like EIT InnoEnergy. EIT InnoEnergy objective is to continue playing a role in the concrete implementation of this
revolution.
This focus and strong involvement will remain at least during the implementation phase of the package, that has
started with the National Energy and Climate Plans (final version submitted by the Member States over S1 2020),
which describe the plans & investments of the European countries in the field of energy. The same will also apply to
some extent to the “Mobility package”, that contains important measures on “clean mobility”.
EIT InnoEnergy will also contribute to the revision in S1 2021 of the Renewable Energy Directive and the Energy
Efficiency Directive to match the upgraded emission reduction of the European Union for 2030 (from 40% to 55%)
The Horizon Europe



A new European frame for innovation has been proposed by the European Commission in June
2018. InnoEnergy is defending in the new architecture, based on 3 pillars (including a new one
dedicated to innovation) the role and the place of EIT and the KICs, also in relation with the
European Innovation Council, the Global Challenges clusters, the Missions and the “widening”
activities, to optimize synergies and complementarity between instruments and make the best use
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of public resources. InnoEnergy also defends an appropriate budget for the KICs, to carry out their
activities.

The MFF (2021-2027)
 Horizon Europe and its ambitions will be highly influenced by the new budgetary commitments of the
MFF 2021-2027, since it will be a constrained resource scenario (due to BREXIT, but not only). The
traditional supply side measures based on grants will evolve to a mix of grants and financing (maybe
not in basic research/infrastructure but surely in the innovation arena that is affecting us) and demand
side measures; and there the business rules will be much more present hopefully.
 InnoEnergy objective is constantly sharing the achievements and impact created over the last 7 years,
so the new budgetary design incorporates as much as possible these lessons learnt of investment
driven activities.
 This focus and strong involvement will be over the next two years, while the budgetary side of Horizon
Europe (linked to MFF) is designed, including negotiation on the future of European Structural and
Investment Funds (ESIF), and the prolongation/reshaping of the European Fund for Strategic
Investments (EFSI). InnoEnergy has also an interest for the Innovation Fund, that will be implemented
in 2020.
Those three contextual factors were all impacted in 2020, by the launch of the European Green Deal by
President von der Leyen, as well as the Covid-19-pandemic and the subsequent Recovery Plan for Europe.
The European Green Deal
In July 2019, in front of the European Parliament, Ursula von der Leyen pledged to make Europe the first
climate-neutral continent. In December 2019, as President of the European Commission, she oversaw the
publication of the European Green Deal, a comprehensive roadmap to flesh out this ambition. EIT
InnoEnergy is fully aligned with the European Green Deal’s ambition and philosophy and will directly
contribute to seven out of eight priorities set out in the Commission, such as the reduction of greenhouse
gases emissions, the development of clean, affordable, and secure energy and creating an industrial future
for Europe.
The European Green Deal was complemented in March 2020 by a new Industrial Strategy for Europe, a
Communication aimed at securing Europe’s industrial leadership and strategic autonomy, while translating
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the recently adopted climate-neutrality target into growth opportunities for European businesses. EIT
InnoEnergy strives for industrial relevance, as demonstrated by our leadership in the European Battery
Alliance, and could be instrumental in mobilizing and steering industry across strategic value-chains (e.g.
green hydrogen or renewables such as solar or offshore wind energy).
The Recovery Plan for Europe:
Following the COVID-19 pandemic, and its disastrous impact over Europe’s economy, the Commission put
forward a Recovery Plan for Europe in May 2020, endorsed (with important adjustments) by the European
Council in July 2020. This Recovery Plan anchors the economic recovery with the green and digital
transitions, effectively making the European Green Deal (and the Industrial Strategy) the compass for the
recovery and the consolidated resilience of the continent. The Plan includes a strengthened Multiannual
Financial Framework for 2021-2027 and 750Bn€ in additional investments (initial proposal) with very
significant opportunities for EIT InnoEnergy and its assets in the 2020-2024 period.
All these contextual factors are interrelated and cannot be managed separately.
In front of this Horizon Europe/MFF scenario the good news is that the EIT/KICs were designed with this
logic from the start, and we can be taken not as role models maybe, but surely as a reference. KICs must be
proactive rather than reactive.
EIT InnoEnergy has strong arguments to set these new relations, as:




EIT InnoEnergy can be a contributor to the European Green Deal, and to the Green Recovery after
the COVID-19 crisis, that President von der Leyen has put to the top of the European Commission
agenda.
Due to its mixed ecosystem, composed of Research Organizations and Private stakeholders, and
the experience gained through the creation and implementation of the European Battery Alliance,
EIT InnoEnergy can be instrumental in the implementation of the Industrial Strategy and the work
on strategic value chains, which are also among the top priorities of the new European
Commission, supported by the European Council.

EIT InnoEnergy from the beginning has built its action on synergies and complementarity, not only with
other European instruments, but with the whole range of European stakeholders active in the field of
energy, both private and public.
We will continue to build on this established approach by expanding and/or re-creating our connections with
these stakeholders, by keep on advising the decision makers on energy transition and key initiatives to be
taken to accelerate this transition and at the same time generating jobs and growth, as we did with the
European Batterie Alliance (EBA@250), replicating when possible the methodology applied for batteries in
other energy sectors.
Finally, the impact and the success of Horizon Europe will be closely related to the design of the
programme, its architecture, the relation to establish between EIT and EIC in the Innovation Pillar, between
EIT and Clusters & Missions, and between EIT and the Widening activities. Thanks to its previous experience
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in terms of cooperation and synergies, EIT InnoEnergy will pursue its efforts to help building the most
efficient architecture, based on this “synergy” principle and win-win relation between instruments.

Cross-KIC cooperation and Simplification/Shared Services
EIT InnoEnergy has a unique place in the EIT Innovation Community, as sustainable energy is
interconnected with other KIC’s challenge areas impacting upon the well-being of all EU citizens. To create
meaningful and lasting impact in the context of European Green Deal, EIT InnoEnergy will utilise cross-KIC
as a tool to share experiences and good practices with other KICs and to scope for high-potential joint
actions from across KIC portfolios.
EIT InnoEnergy approach to cross-KIC activities is to enhance cooperation and synergies between KICs,
leveraging inter-disciplinary innovation through co-design, collaboration, and co-creation. EIT InnoEnergy
also wishes to develop platform capability to allow for future rapid deployment and scale-up of
investment to create maximum impact on energy, raw materials, climate, urban mobility, and
manufacturing by accelerating partnerships with the EIB, EIC and EIF.
Content priorities for EIT InnoEnergy include those meeting points between KIC systems which will allow
for accelerated progress towards our societal and economic impacts in line with priorities identified in EIT’s
overall Strategic Agenda, combining capacity building and RIS inclusion.
In relation to specific schemes, EIT InnoEnergy is committed to furthering the cross-KIC agenda in Human
Capital, HEI Innovation Capacity Building and Skills for the Future. We also intend to benefit from
participation in infrastructure programmes such as EIT House, CLC Consolidation and EIT RIS and any future
opportunities to create efficiency in the service of impact.

Communication
The Marketing and Communications function within EIT InnoEnergy continue to add value to the business
by raising brand awareness, promoting important initiatives and supporting innovations and start-ups.
Management and monitoring of communication activities (available resources and responsibilities) is
undertaken at the corporate level and activities are managed through several dedicated KAVAs. This
management structure allows the KIC, as well as its partners, to organise and host many events each year.
Such events may be small and localised in nature – such as those organised or participated by Hub offices
in RIS countries, or large multi-national events such as The Business Booster (TBB). Regardless of the size
or scope, the management team ensures a consistent message and EIT branding is delivered.
EIT InnoEnergy’s digital presence continues to improve year on year. The Corporate website had 1.1 million
page views in 2020 with nearly 500k sessions and 60%+ new versus returning visitors. Our social media
activity increased by 20% from 2019, which included 15,000 followers on Twitter, 34,900 followers on
LinkedIn and 20,000 on Facebook. EIT InnoEnergy was mentioned in over 470 press articles in 2020 alone
(up from 150 in 2019), a number that continues to grow year on year.
The objectives for the 2021-2027 period are as follows.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Continue to build brand awareness for EIT InnoEnergy. Also begin to communicate on the number
of sub-brands under the corporate brand umbrella.
Position the company as a core player and at the centre of the European Green Deal and the
Energy transition.
The promotion of key assets (Alpha assets) will be important in helping increase their value.
Promoting the three industrial value chains will also be important. These include the European
Battery Alliance, Green Hydrogen and Solar PV.
Support in major dissemination channels such as the organisation of the Business Booster event
in November and the master’s Connect event in April.
EIT InnoEnergy remain a new player in the US market, therefore promoting the brand in this region
will also be an important activity.
Mapping supported assets to customers and segments is an ongoing activity as is enhancing and
improving our collateral.

Key Stakeholders and target audiences
EIT InnoEnergy has a range of stakeholder that it appeals to – and each are targeted depending on the activity.
At the European level:




The European Institutions
European associations and trade organisations
European-level media

Nationally:





National and regional government – particularly agencies related to thematic activity.
National industry and trade
National trade associations
National Media

EIT InnoEnergy also targets.




Universities and students (mainly in the education activities)
Potential Ventures and companies
Fellow KICs, where cross-KIC activity is possible.

Communication tools and channels – internal and external
The main vehicle for external communications is the EIT InnoEnergy website. A recent upgrade took place in
2020, which has helped to significantly improve user interaction. Externally, EIT InnoEnergy also takes places in
local, regional, and national events related to its thematic areas, as well as larger EU events, often facilitated by
the EU Business Unit.
Brand books are developed and continuously updated for the whole company, ensuring up to date EIT branding
is respected and used at all internal and external events and publications.
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Internally, the company uses instant messaging (Teams), and has a dedicated intranet site where staff can find
information related to all aspects of their operations. Regular Townhall-style meetings are also held for all staff,
where important information is disseminated, and staff can feedback with insights and experiences.
These actions have been developed over many years and work well for EIT InnoEnergy, which is an everchanging and dynamic company. There are no major plans to deviate from this structure, though frequent
improvements and adjustments can be foreseen in the 2021-2027 period.

Dissemination of Results
The dissemination of results and good practices is reflected in all EIT InnoEnergy activities, particularly with
regards to supported asse. This aim is to maximise the take-up of new knowledge, both for commercial
purposes and for policy making, as well as ensuring accountability for expenditure.
It is mandatory for all assets to have a dissemination / communication plan appropriate to their sector
norms and commercial plans. Most dissemination activities relating to final project outcomes and results
will take place after project completion. As a result of this activity specific nature, targets relating to
dissemination are captured within EIT InnoEnergy Business Plan, complementary to this Strategic Agenda.
EIT InnoEnergy is taking a proactive role in maximising the reach and impact of dissemination activity
through dedicated resource for development of a systemic approach which connects project dissemination
by individual partners to overarching EIT InnoEnergy organisational strategy and brand. A successful and
effective programme of dissemination is a key component in delivering on the impact indicators and
enabling a smooth transition to sustainability of the energy systems. Transparent, objective and
trustworthiness in dissemination practice is an essential starting point in this goal.
Dissemination policy will be supported by deployment of tools and platforms harnessing best digital
knowledge management practice in the interests of public and professional impact and reliable monitoring.
The aim is to capture data insights from dissemination activity to maximise reach, audience development
and value building activity for EIT InnoEnergy centrally from project output aggregation.
EIT InnoEnergy dissemination strategy targets the different stakeholders and uses different platforms and
tools depending on the objective pursued. For each objective, an action/ target/ tactic matrix is outlined.
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Capture New Deal Flow

Monetise Assets
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Positioning and Thought Leadership

Manage trusted ecosystem.
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Stakeholder Engagement
Energy stakeholders
One of the characteristics of the Energy sector is that it is heavily regulated. All the functions of the value
chain (production, transport, distribution, upcoming storage, ESCO (Energy Services) and retail are either
totally (TSO and DSO) regulated businesses or partially.
Stakeholders in the sector are numerous, and there are also a lot of instruments and policies supporting
energy transition, the building of a true Energy Union and successfully achieving the objectives of the
European Green Deal, giving sometimes the impression that the European landscape is disorganized and/or
fragmented. Considering that gathering efforts and forces is of paramount importance if the EU is intending
to go towards a decarbonized economy, synergies with the major relevant European associations and
private companies in the sector are mandatory.
EIT InnoEnergy breaks down these non-institutional stakeholders as businesses or organizations in the
following categorizations: Energy Production, Energy Transportation and Distribution, Energy Storage,
Energy Services and Energy Research
Non-Energy Stakeholders
In addition to organisations directly related to Energy, InnoEnergy shall also continue to establish
relationships with companies and organisation in sectors related to its main thematic fields. This is clearly
a very wide range of stakeholders, though some examples can already be current members, partners and
shareholders in the vehicles production industry, research associations, building suppliers etc. The focus
shall continue to be to assess the available expertise and resources of these companies and how they can
add value to the energy transition goals.
European institutional stakeholders
The interactions and collaborations with the institutional stakeholders are of paramount importance, as
they have the regulatory power of proposing and implementing (European Commission) or deciding on
(European Parliament, Council of the European Union) the European legislation on energy matters. Such
powers also include the creation of financial instruments backing the energy transition (i.e., Innovation
Fund, relevant parts of Horizon Europe, European Structural and Investment Fund, recently the Just
Transition Fund and Recovery & Resilience Facility etc.). The European Investment Bank (EIB) and the
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD), since they have the capacity to financially
support projects in energy/decarbonization, are other institutional partners to liaise with.
EIT InnoEnergy pursues three objectives in its interactions with European institutional stakeholders.
1) Increasing EIT InnoEnergy’s Visibility (and Consolidating its "Brand" in Brussels)
In Brussels, EIT InnoEnergy is recognised as an engine for innovation and entrepreneurship in sustainable
energy, as part of the EIT Community and through its "lighthouse" initiatives like the European Battery
Alliance. This results from a continuing effort to inform European institutional stakeholders of its model, its
vision, and its activities, to maintain and expand its network, and to consolidate the EIT InnoEnergy "brand".
In 2021, EIT InnoEnergy intends to increase the visibility of its initiatives through events and publications,
notably the European Green Hydrogen Acceleration Centre and the European Solar Initiative both launched
recently, and to reinforce its contacts with the Commission and other institutional stakeholders.
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2) Providing Advice on the Green Transition
EIT InnoEnergy regularly provides advice to European institutional stakeholders on the green transition,
and on the role of innovation therein. It maintains a fruitful dialogue in that regard with the Commission,
the European Parliament, the Council, and Member States, and engages with like-minded organisations
where relevant. The implementation of the European Green Deal and the adoption of the Fit-for-55
Package will be the priorities for this year.
3) Providing Advice on the European Union Public Investment Offer
In addition, EIT InnoEnergy contributes to creating synergies between the different European instruments
(including but not limited to the Horizon Europe programme). It advises European institutional stakeholders
on improving the customer-orientation of the European public investment offer, focusing on the
specificities of start-ups and innovative small and medium-sized enterprises, and on increasing the impact
of public resources on the speed and scale of decarbonisation (in line with the climate-neutrality target set
in the European Green Deal). In 2021, the effort should focus on the new budgetary cycle, with the
implementation of new instruments like the Recovery and Resilience Facility, the Just Transition Fund, the
Innovation Fund, etc.
These three workstreams materialise into:
Speaking Opportunities (whether at own or third-party events) > 4 to 6 per Year (e.g. the EIT SIA
Launch Event)
Meetings with Stakeholders > 2 to 4 per Month
Publications > 2 to 4 per Year
Recommendations > Event-Driven (e.g., the Industrial Strategy, the Fit-for-55 Package, etc.)
The expected impact is:
-

a Good Understanding by European Institutional Stakeholders of our Model, Vision, Activities
a Good Level of Visibility for our "Lighthouse" Initiatives
the Socialisation of our Narrative on the Role of Innovation in the Green Transition
Thought-Leadership on Europe’s Decarbonisation
an Improved Fit of the European Financial Instruments for Start-Ups and Smalls Companies

Global Outreach
InnoEnergy vision for 2025 is to become the “go to” trusted innovation ecosystem in sustainable energy
for EU & US. In that direction IE strategic goal is (1) to create a trusted landing path for our assets so they
can reach the (targeted) through our US Landing program (e.g. trusted channels, trusted accelerators,
trusted investors), (2) for the US ventures to become the trusted landing path in Europe; and (3) extend
our ecosystem with the key players and human capital in selected topics where there is a gradient between
the two continents (e.g. off-shore wind, grids), and therefore win-win scenarios.
EIT InnoEnergy has already established presence in Boston, US. The choice for the location was determined
by the energy market dynamic, however we do see a good complementary to the other EIT HUBs in the
US.
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6. RISKS
The risk analysis of the company is updated every two years when we do the strategic exercise with the
shareholders and is trigger after the SWOT analysis. The current analysis dates from March 2020.
Subsequently we did the risk mapping, and mitigation actions, which are plotted underneath as per
template requested. Two considerations to frame the information:




Corona impact: A second consideration to bring in this chapter is the effects of Corona, which will
require a chapter on its own. EIT InnoEnergy we shared with the EIT the full run down of the mitigation
actions implemented in the spring by EIT InnoEnergy to support our key affected constituencies
(students, early-stage ventures) and the other affected ones where we have less leverage (industrial
partners, universities, RTOs, investors). Covering this dimension will consume 10 pages minimum, and
as explained, it has been shared with the EIT already.
Heat map (what is the risk appetite of the company versus the risks identified) because the existence
of a risk does not immediately mean that we must bring the risk to 0 likelihood: We could be sharing
it additionally.

The risk map of EIT InnoEnergy is:
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ANNEX 1 KIC IMPACT
KIC Strategic
Objective

Problem/ issue
related to the
societal challenge

Societal and economic
impact to be created by
2027

Impact KPIs

(i)
SO1: Decrease the
GHG emissions

(ii)
Promoting
sustained, and
clean economic
growth

(iii)
Reducing the CO2
emissions

(iv)
GigaTons of CO2 saved

SO2: Decrease cost
of energy

Ensuring the access
to affordable,
sustainable and
modern energy

Decreasing the costs of
energy

SO3: Increase the
operability of the
energy system

Ensuring the access
to affordable,
sustainable and
modern energy

SO4: Job creation
(or maintenance)

Promoting
inclusive,
sustainable and
green growth

Targets to be
achieved by
2025*

Targets to
be achieved
by the FPA
end year
[2027]*

(v)

Targets to be
achieved by
2027*

(vi)

(vii)

(ix)
Business cases (actuals
and forecasts) from
InnoEnergy assets
portfolio

160

SDG 7,
SDG 9,
SDG 11,
SDG 12

Business cases (actuals
and forecasts) from
InnoEnergy assets
portfolio

36.000

SDG 8

Business cases (actuals
and forecasts) from
InnoEnergy assets
portfolio

0,48

0,48

Money saved by substituting
existing technologies by
InnoEnergy assets (EUR
million)

1.800

2.520

2.520

Increasing the
availability of the
innovative energy

TWh generated from
renewable sources based on
InnoEnergy innovations

100

160

Increasing the
availability of new jobs
and jobs maintained

# New jobs created in startups/scale-ups (direct and
indirect)

30.000

36.000

52

Source of verification
(to be completed only
for the societal
impacts)

(viii)
SDG 7,
SDG 9,
SDG 11,
SDG 12
SDG 13
SDG 7,
SDG 9,
SDG 13

0,3

# and type of jobs and/or
employment in existing
businesses in InnoEnergy
sustained through
innovations

Relevant UN
SDG Targets

Business cases (actuals
and forecasts) from
InnoEnergy assets
portfolio
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KIC Strategic
Objective

(i)
SO4: Job creation
(or maintenance)

SO4: Job creation
(or maintenance)

Problem/ issue
related to the
societal challenge

(ii)
Promoting
inclusive,
sustainable and
green growth

Promoting
inclusive,
sustainable and
green growth

Societal and economic
impact to be created by
2027

(iii)
Ensuring the workforce
in the InnoEnergy field

Promoting gender
balance in the
InnoEnergy sector

Impact KPIs

Targets to be
achieved by
2025*

(iv)
# and type of skill gaps
and/or skill shortages filled
to accelerate the energy
transition
# students working/leading
new ventures

Targets to
be achieved
by the FPA
end year
[2027]*

(v)

Targets to be
achieved by
2027*

(vi)

(vii)

10

12

15

2.000

2.400

2.400

(viii)
SDG 5

Source of verification
(to be completed only
for the societal
impacts)
(ix)
Business cases (actuals
and forecasts) from
InnoEnergy assets
portfolio
EIT survey

% of alumni who continue
their work in the InnoEnergy
field, battery sector

40%

45%

50%

The survival rate of a
venture managed by a
woman entrepreneur (in %)

70%

75%

75%

500

550

600

Investment attracted by
female entrepreneurs (in
MEUR)

Relevant UN
SDG Targets

SDG 4 and SDG
8

Business cases (actuals
and forecasts) from
InnoEnergy assets
portfolio
EIT survey

SO5: Growth

Promoting
inclusive,
sustainable and
green growth and
ensuring the access
to affordable,
sustainable and
modern energy

Increasing the
availability of the
innovative energy

People with access to energy
in developing countries
thanks to InnoEnergy
deployed assets

180.000

324.000

324.000

SDG 1, SDG 7
and SDG 10

Business cases (actuals
and forecasts) from
InnoEnergy assets
portfolio

SO5: Growth

Promoting
inclusive,
sustainable and
green growth

Pooling resources for
InnoEnergy sector’s
growth

External funds raised by
supported assets (where
InnoEnergy has a financial
interest (equity of return on
sales)

8.000

12.800

12.800

SDG 8
SDG9

Business cases (actuals
and forecasts) from
InnoEnergy assets
portfolio
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KIC Strategic
Objective

Problem/ issue
related to the
societal challenge

Societal and economic
impact to be created by
2027

Impact KPIs

Targets to be
achieved by
2025*

Targets to
be achieved
by the FPA
end year
[2027]*

Targets to be
achieved by
2027*

Relevant UN
SDG Targets

Source of verification
(to be completed only
for the societal
impacts)

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

(vii)

(viii)

(ix)

The value-added of the
InnoEnergy KIC, as reported
in the financial statements
(in MEUR)
SO6: Increase
competitiveness of
the European value
chains

Promoting
inclusive,
sustainable and
green growth

Creating new
innovation ecosystems
in InnoEnergy field

# Visible innovation
ecosystems not previously in
existence

100

250

100

120

Methods developed by
EY

250

120

SDG 8
SDG9

Business cases (actuals
and forecasts) from
InnoEnergy assets
portfolio
Technote.ai

SO6: Increase
competitiveness of
the European value
chains

Promoting
inclusive,
sustainable and
green growth

Increasing the
InnoEnergy sector’s
competitiveness

Contribution to revenue
growth of organizations
trading or employing
innovations (i.e. innovative
services, products,
technology or business
models developed with KIC
support) (in EUR and %)

4.000

5.600

5.600

SDG 8

Business cases (actuals
and forecasts) from
InnoEnergy assets
portfolio

SO6: Increase
competitiveness of
the European value
chains

Promoting
inclusive,
sustainable and
green growth

Creating self-sufficient
and sustainable
business in the
InnoEnergy sector

# and revenue of start -ups
and scale-ups supported by
KICs trading 3 years after KIC
support ceased

300

320

350

SDG 8
SDG9

Business cases (actuals
and forecasts) from
InnoEnergy assets
portfolio
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